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“

Every leaf speaks
bliss to me,
fluttering from
the autumn tree.”

—
— Emily Bronte
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ello to all ISA Texas Membersand especially our new
members!
The 2021 Texas Tree Conference
and Trade Show, combined with the
Texas Tree Climbing Championship,
were the finale of an amazing year
for the International Society of
Arboriculture Texas Chapter.
When the year started,
uncertainty of how the COVID
pandemic would affect services
offered by ISA Texas presented
many challenges. We wanted to
continue offering members quality
learning opportunities. Under the
leadership of ISA Texas President
A.J. Thibodeaux, the Board and
Committee Members (using what
was learned the previous year),
we developed new and creative
educational events which were
well-attended by both members and
non-members.
Speaking of creative, two new
Online Learning Webinars were
offered this year. One of the new
events featured the “Blizzard of
’21” and how Texas Trees fared.
There was a great panel assembled
to discuss the short-term and likely
long-term effects on the trees.
The second new event was “The
Introduction to Entomology for
Arborists.” This 5-part series is a
model the Education Committee is
looking continue for future topics
and issues.
Another great example of
applying what the Board and
Committees learned from the
previous year was a hybrid version
of the Oak Wilt Qualification
Course, which allowed in-person
and virtual options.
All the good work by the
leadership of the Board of
Directors and Committee Members
could not be done without the
exceptional support of Executive
Director John Giedraitis, Member
Services Specialist Misti Perez, and
Education Program Manager Gene
Gehring. It is their professionalism,
hard work, and dedication to the
ISAT that allow the Board and

Committees to address the needs
of our members and ensure high
quality programs and events.
This coming year, ISA Texas
is looking to expand training
programs to include the Masters’
Series programing. Please share
ideas for topics and issues that will
increase knowledge and potential
services for our communities and
customers.
We will also work to develop an
Annual ISA Texas Day of Service
program. In the past, there have
been various service days and events
including pruning trees at Dealey
Plaza in Dallas and more recently,
after Hurricane Harvey, ISA Texas
Members did tree risk assessments
in the Coastal Bend area. Let us
know if there is a community where
our members can join together to
participate in a day of service to
raise awareness of the importance
of the proper care, maintenance,
and health of trees to ensure they
provide benefits for years and years.
And one last thing… ISA Texas
is an amazing organization that
relies on our members to maintain
the highest quality programs, events,
and services. Without members
who volunteer to be on committees
and serve on the ISA Texas Board,
the ideas and organization for
developing and producing these
programs and events would not
happen. Please consider joining a
committee or being nominated for
a board position (you can let me
know if you are interested and I will
be sure to nominate you!).
I am very excited to be your ISA
Texas President,
Mark C Bird
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Editor’s Note

Love Trees?
Tell the world

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF ARBORICULTURE, TEXAS

Dear ISA Texas Members:

Revenue from the license plate
funds urban forestry projects in
Texas communities

DIRECTOR
John Giedraitis
jpg@isatexas.com

www.txufc.org

PROGRAM MANAGER
Gene Gehring
gene@isatexas.com
MEMBER SERVICES
Misti Perez
misti@isatexas.com

G

reetings, fellow Tree People! The
transition from late Summer to early
Fall is always welcome! And the trees
always show us—if we take the time to
notice. A few reddish leaves on the tips of
Red Maple limbs, a red Chinese Tallow or
Crape Myrtle leaf here and there, cooler
winds in the evenings, and here on the
Gulf Coast….the humidity is finally below
90-something percent (which means
that you can actually dry off post-shower
without sweating during the process). Yay!!
In this issue, we’ve included a recap of
the action-packed 41st Annual Texas Tree
Conference—“Little Tree, Big Shade” and
the Texas Tree Climbing Competition on
page 12 and 15. Be sure to “leaf ” through
the rest of this issue for Upcoming Events
and other goodies. Thank you to everyone
who contributed to this issue and to those
out there reading it. Enjoy the cooler
weather!

Sincerely,

OFFICERS

Are you a Chapter member? If not, go to www.isatexas.com and join today!
Chapter member benefits include:


Publications: In The Shade, a bi-monthly printed newsletter



Email Update: TreEmail, a monthly calendar of tree events and important tree news



Networking and Promotional Opportunities: Texas Tree Conference, Texas Tree Climbing
Championship, Arbor Day and other events



Discounts: Discounts on Texas Chapter seminars, workshops, and conferences



Online Learning: Monthly/bi-monthly educational webinars created by the Chapter
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I can’t express enough how appreciative I am for the generous
support you made towards Silent Auction of the 2021 ISA Texas
Tree Conference. Thank you. Several of you, either personally or
through your place of employment, made donations to the
auction which would not be a success otherwise. This year’s
auction raised over $5400 and all the proceeds go towards
scholarships for college seniors studying arboriculture and urban
forestry. Thank you again for your participation, donations, and
support of ISA Texas.

Vol. 45, No. 3

On the Cover

Lacebark Elm (Ulmus parvifolia) reveals its orange bark.
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ENHANCE YOUR
TREE & SHRUB
FERTILIZATION SERVICE

ISA Texas Tree Conference 2021 Silent Auction

ISA Texas Tree Conference | 2021 Silent Auction

For those who regularly attend the ISA Texas Tree Conference, perusing the Silent Auction
tables is a highlight of the conference! Not too mention, it provides some friendly banter as
members go up against each other to out bid before the auction closes. And this year did not
disappoint! We had over 200 items donated and ranged from vintage books to industry-related
products or tools to a vast array of wood-turned pieces from the Central Texas Wood Turners
Association. An additional feature was a live demonstration from Kevin Bassett who turned
several pieces including a set of Acorn Box Tops (about 2.5” H x 1.25” W) with pyrography
etched tops. It was fascinating to see him manipulate the wood using his electric lathe, as he
turned out the pieces. A huge thank you to the volunteers who helped prepare and monitor the
auction tables and of course to the many who donated their art or products.

Kevin Bassett demonstrates the use of a lathe .

Prescriptive Fertilization
and Soil Enhancement Program

One-of-a-kind vase
One-of-a-kind
by Kevin
Bassett.
vase
by Kevin
Basset.

A few donated wood pieces.

Products designed to maximize tree and shrub
health by combining plant nutrition with solutions
to enhance soil quality, stimulate root growth and
improve water availability.

Liquid Solutions Do Not Require
Mechanical Agitation
A SFA Spirit Basket!
Handcrafted wooden
canoe paddle.
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Tank Compatible for Easy Combination
Applications

ArborPlex forms the foundation of the
Arbor Rx Program.

Industry-related products on the auction table.

arborjet.com/ArborRx
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New Members
Will Saduk
Eric Coria
Salomon Pacheco III
Mike Rowell
Samuel McCalip
Dwigh Johnson
Pamela Lee
Erik Ruben
Albert Howell
Alvin Blazek
Kron Heilman
Demian Gomez
Megan Ward
Adriane Horne
Robert Stringer
Juan Martinez
Robert Becktell
Staci Flury
Jason Jones
Ryan Moffenbier
Donald Gytri
Trent Treadway
Javier Robles-Mariscal
Phil Swart
Christopher Schoch
Mark Heard
Jacob Primeaux
Emmanda Wilson
Rick Chambers
Giovanni Balderas
Jared Siegeler
Layla Prestwood
Rosa Garcia
Ryan Sharif
Steven Moss
Jeovanny Medina
Brandon Gilbert
Amy Galloway
Antonio Plaza
Kyle Swanier
Maria Lopez
Maryellen Bell
Megan Gottselig
Michael David
Ismael Martinez
John Wyne
David Jiles
Blake Duval
Judith Menzl
Leslie Uppinghouse
Isabella Reyes
James Green
Connor Aasen
Kaleb White
Kimberly Wendt
Rocky Padilla
Jo Harris
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Woodbine
Dallas
Fredericksburg
Boerne
Nacogdoches
Burleson
Bryan
Austin
Austin
Dallas
Portland
Austin
Grand Prairie
Austin
Austin
San Antonio
Houston
Athens
Irving
Temple
Manor
Mesa
Pflugerville
Edmond
Boerne
Austin
Austin
Houston
Eden
Austin
Belton
Austin
San Antonio
Mc Kinney
Round Rock
Red Rock
Bastrop
Austin
Boerne
Pearland
Houston
Austin
Crosby
Arlington
Lewisville
Lewisville
Austin
Montrose
Austin
Spicewood
Houston
Kingwood
Cisco
Dallas
Bellville
Dallas
San Marcos

NJ
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
OR
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
AZ
TX
OK
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
CO
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

William Norman
Clifton Geske
Benjamin Miller
Natalie Jones
Dylan Adkins
Andrew Smiley
BobbieCapers
James Allen
Jeremy Eernisse
Randall Cass
Blake Patterson
Kayla Cormack
Rebecca Woodward
Andrew Friesen
Aaron Gannaway
Dake Schmidt
Jacob White
Reuben Zuniga
Robert Jaynes
Baldemar Segovia
JackMallard
Michael Cole
Diana Salazar
Alex Dunnam
Kenda Kiker
LaTavia Hurd
Merrie Joy Lathey
Ryan Bass
Richard Hebert
Maximiliano Gonzalez
John Davis
Nicolaas Seaman
William DuFault
Chase Arrambide
Jacob Smith
Scott Swanner
Shane ODonley
Colton Zampino
Joe Boy
Sebastian Koerber
Patrick Turck
Jared O’Brien
Samuel Dilettoso
Timothy Cool
Diego Castaneda
Juan Adame
Rafael Castaneda
Roger Bernal
Parker Knight
Robert Hearne
Kody Michel
Don Mueller
Derek Pedigo
Joshua Junier
Dominic Migliozzi
Pablo Garcia Becerra
Brandon Winfrey
Ty Pannell
Bernardo Denovo
Edison Zavala

Austin
TX
Aubrey
TX
Lufkin
TX
Katy
TX
Austin
TX
Austin
TX
Grand Prairie TX
Argyle
TX
Katy
TX
Boerne
TX
Arlington
TX
San Antonio TX
Austin
TX
Hurst
TX
Houston
TX
Midland
TX
Midland
TX
Brownsville
TX
Houston
TX
Corpus Christi TX
Navasota
TX
Waxahachie
TX
Stafford
TX
Arlington
TX
Arlington
TX
Wolfforth
TX
Lubbock
TX
Boerne
TX
Crowley
TX
Austin
TX
Boyd
TX
Shreveport
LA
Ridgecrest
CA
Spring
TX
Dallas
TX
Tyler
TX
Dallas
TX
Fairview
TX
Bryan
TX
Miami
FL
Cedar Park
TX
San Diego
CA
Austin
TX
Texas City
TX
Waco
TX
Cedar Park
TX
Valley Mills
TX
Waco
TX
Bryan
TX
San Antonio TX
Honor
MI
Lakeville
MN
Arlington
TX
Waxahachie
TX
Lake Dallas
TX
Zapopan
Jalisco
Flower Mound TX
Blanco
TX
Lockhart
TX
Kyle
TX

Edwin Guevara
Elmer Palacio
Felix Jimenez
Jorge Orellana
Jose Velasquez
Juan Guevara
Julio Rivera
Justin Quintanilla
Marlon Guevara
Norm Daley
Luis Vasquez
Garth Engen
David Alvarez
Brady Braun
Andrew Bland
Jonatan Orellana
Luis Maldonado-Cotto
Marco Crosland

Austin
Austin
Dale
Austin
Austin
Austin
Austin
Corpus Christi
San Marcos
Dallas
Nixon
Kyle
Austin
Falls City
Lakeside
Austin
San Juan
Pilot Point

TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
PR
TX

Appel Receives Arboriculture Presidential
Award of Merit
International Society of Arboriculture’s
Texas chapter recognizes Texas A&M
AgriLife professor’s service to
arboriculture, urban forestry

T

he Texas Chapter of the
International Society of
Arboriculture, ISAT, has honored David
Appel, Ph.D., with its Presidential Award
of Merit.
A professor and Texas A&M AgriLife
Extension Service specialist with the
Texas A&M Department of Plant
Pathology and Microbiology, Appel
specializes in forest and shade tree
pathology, wine grape diseases and plant
disease control.
David Appel with International
Society of Arboriculture Texas Chapter
Presidential Award of Merit
David Appel has been honored by the
Texas Chapter of the International
Society of Arboriculture with its
Presidential Award of Merit.
ISAT is dedicated to continuing
education for arborists, tree care
research and service for tree care
consumers. Appel was recognized for
his service to the Texas chapter and
promotion of professional arboriculture
and urban forestry in Texas.
Appel has served the ISAT for over

40 years, and in his long-standing
relationship with the Texas chapter,
he helped establish the Texas Oak
Wilt Qualification and Assessment
course, TOWQ, and leads the training
workshops. He also helped create and,
in conjunction with the Texas Plant
Disease Diagnostic Laboratory, TPDDL,
continues to implement the annual Tree
Diagnosis Workshop for arborists.
Ensuring continuing education during
the COVID-19 pandemic
Appel helped the ISAT meet their
education and training challenges during
the COVID-19 pandemic and Winter
Storm Uri by producing virtual trainings
and webinars.
“Because of Dr. Appel’s expertise and
generosity with his time, ISAT members
earned continuing education units to
maintain their credentials during a
time when many ISA chapters couldn’t,”
said Gene Gehring, education program
manager for the society’s Texas chapter.
“He deserves this recognition for his
ongoing dedication to educating the tree
care community when the rest of the
world shut down.”
Appel helped ISAT serve its members
with innovation and quick response,
including:
— Presenting one of the Texas ISAT
chapter’s first live
webinars, Ask the
Expert.
— Showing

Right: David Appel
has been honored
by the Texas
Chapter of the
International
Society of
Arboriculture with
its Presidential
Award of Merit.
Photo by Laura
McKenzie.
Article by Helen White.
Reprinted with
permission.

flexibility in
scheduling and
presenting the
TOWQ workshops
and adding a
virtual option.
— When the
2020 ISAT Tree
Conference went
totally virtual,
Appel and Sheila
McBride, program
specialist and
diagnostician with

TPDDL, presented a six-hour virtual
academy over two days. They followed
up the academy a few months later with
another webinar, What’s Up Doc, Tree
Diagnosis Quiz Review.
— When Winter Storm Uri struck Texas,
Appel helped ISAT develop a webinar
in five days to inform arborists around
the state about what to expect. More
than 140 arborists attended the live
presentation and many more viewed the
session on-demand.
“The ISAT is made up of the premier
arborists and urban foresters in Texas,
and I am grateful for their recognition of
our efforts,” Appel said.
Outstanding career in research,
education and leadership
Appel earned his bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in plant pathology
from West Virginia University and
his doctorate in plant pathology from
Virginia Tech.
Throughout his career, his research
program has made Texas A&M a leading
source of information on plant diseases
and invasive species in Texas. He has
taught plant pathology to thousands
of undergraduate and graduate
students and, as an AgriLife Extension
specialist, has led homeowner meetings,
workshops, Master Gardener trainings
and county programs. His educational
outreach has benefited homeowners,
professional arborists, landscape
specialists and Texas wine grape growers.
Appel served the Department of Plant
Pathology and Microbiology as interim
department head, associate department
head for academics and associate
department head and program leader
for AgriLife Extension. He also served
as interim department head for Forest
Science, which is now the Department of
Ecology and Conservation Biology.
Appel was also presented the
Outstanding Plant Pathologist award
from the Southern Division of the
American Phytopathological Society
earlier this year. And he was previously
recognized by the Texas Chapter of the
International Society of Arboriculture as
the Outstanding Professional of the Year.
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Member Spotlight
Kelly Futrell

(512) 385-5639

Why did you decide to join the Texas Chapter ISA?
By joining the International Society of Arborist Texas
Chapter, I knew I would be able to make connections and
have access to valuable resources to help enhance Tom’s Tree
Place and expand our company’s impact on the community.
What is something you love most about our industry and/
or feel is very valuable?
What I love about the landscaping and arborist industries is
the impact they make on our customers. Trees bring so much
positivity and good energy to the community or household
where they are planted. There are many different things
pushing us away from each other in our culture and busy
lives, many things encouraging bitterness and divisions. We
have the unique opportunity to make a positive impact on
individu-als and the community. Trees and green spaces pull
people together, creating a place where happy moments and
memories can happen. We help people get off their phones,
get out of their houses, and experience the true beauty of
what life has to offer! I’m thankful to be part of something
like that.

CONSERVE. PROTECT. LEAD.

TFSWEB.TAMU.EDU

SISTERS IN FIRE

hosted by Texas A&M Forest Service in cooperation with Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, the USDA Forest
Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Austin Fire Department.

Texas A&M Forest Service is proud to present Sisters in Fire! A
hands-on learning experience for girls age 12-17 to explore
wildfire and emergency response, led by Texas’ top women
leaders in wildland firefighting.

For event photos, visit:
https://bit.ly/SistersinFire

Students will learn how to put out fires with engines and
bulldozers, the safe way to cut down a tree, and other important
parts of being a member of a wildland firefighting crew.

Women in wildland fire

Texas A&M Forest Service leadership seeks to increase diversity in
the wildland firefighting profession. One of the ways to help
increase the number of females on the job, is to build a support
network for female fire practitioners, where women mentor and
train one another, while introducing the career path to younger
generations.
According to the National Fire Protection Association, women
represent 7.3 percent of all U.S. firefighters. And about 12 percent
of the permanent wildfire suppression jobs at the Forest Service,
Bureau of Land Management and National Park Service are
occupied by females.

Fall Fertilization for a Brighter Spring
Share a favorite hobby about yourself or a fun fact.
I am from Lubbock, Texas. I have an amazing wife of more
than 13 years and three wonderful children. My family is my
hobby. Raising kids is the most fun I have ever had!

UPDATE:
Thirty participants from
two countries (Denmark
and United States) and three
states (Louisiana, Oklahoma
and Texas) spent the day
exploring engine operations,
dozer operations, chainsaws,
fire weather, fire culture and
communications activities.
It really was a great and
exciting day for not only the
girls in attendance but also for
our instructors to share their
passion for their work.

Don’t forget your trees can be treated in the fall with many of
Mauget’s products to avoid the spring rush. Mauget
microinjections administered in the fall are proven as effective
against certain diseases and pests as spring injections.
Advantages:
Frost Protection
Eliminates worry about rain delays in Spring
Your business stays in full revenue mode longer

Time is on your side when you plan ahead with Mauget.
Inject-A-Min Iron/Zinc
Inject-A-Min Manganese
Stemix Plus
Vigor 53

Follow us

@CaringForTrees

mauget.com
maugetcertified.com

FIRE BEHAVIOR | HAND TOOLS | BULLDOZERS | ENGINES | HOSE RELAY
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41st Annual Texas Tree Conference—“Little Tree, Big Shade”
By Mark C Bird

I

would like to start by thanking everyone on the Tree
Conference Committees who took the inspiration from
the theme, “Little Tree, Big Shade” to heart. It all started
with little steps and over several months of planning and
working together, big ideas for topics and presenters grew
into a great in-person conference. We are also very thankful
to all of our great sponsors who continue to support our
conference and to our new sponsors who see how truly big
we are in Texas!
Our 41st annual Texas Tree Conference continued the
long history and reputation for bringing the best speakers
together to share the latest in tree research and arboriculture
in many of the key areas of interest to our members. With
the forces of nature continually affecting trees and the
challenges with maintaining and managing these trees,
there were a variety of great topics including: “The ’21 Texas
Blizzard,” “Trees & Wind,” “How Trees Grow Old and Fall
Over,” “Evaluating Root Rots,” and “Soil Moisture-- a Top
Factor for Newly Planted Tree Survival.” The importance
of safety, proper training, recruiting, and communication
were also well-covered. So many topics. So many great
presentations.
How many times have you attended the Texas Tree
Conference (that provides not one track, but three awesome
tracks for our Commercial, Utility, and Municipal

“

So many topics.
So many
presentations.”

—
— Mark C. Bird

Above: Enjoying some outside time at the Tree Academy
sessions.
Below: Soaking up knowledge at the education sessions (and
some CEUs).

arborists), when each track had a
speaker and topic you really wanted
to attend… and you could not see all
of the sessions because you had to
choose between one or the other or all
three presentations which were going
on at the same time? Well, this year
many of the conference presentations
were recorded and will be available
for everyone with a paid registration
to view for free. Each of the recorded
sessions is also eligible for CEUs! Be on
the lookout for the latest information
on how to view the presentations and
earn more CEUs.

Texas Tree Climbing Championship

N

u uu
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ot only did ISA Texas put on an
amazing tree conference, but the
Texas Tree Climbing Championship
held at Cameron Park in Waco was
an awesome event. The Tree Climbing
Championship Committee, led by
Kirsten Schneider in a short couple of
months, put on a great competition.
The committee had so many volunteers
who worked together to prepare the
trees to challenge each climber. In
spite of the ominous forecasts of bad
weather, climbers from across the state
including out of state competitors
gathered in spirited competition and
comradery. The challenging Master’s
Climb in a beautiful pecan tree tested
the skills and techniques of each
finalist.

Above: Mingling at the Wednesday night social.

When the scores were tabulated,
Star Quintero and Miguel Pastenes
were crowned Texas Champions.
They will represent ISA Texas at the
2022 International Tree Climbing
Championship in Malmo, Sweden.
More about the Texas Tree Climbing
Championship on page 15.
Above: Socializing with vendors
at the reception.
Below: Networking at the Awards
Luncheon.
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Texas Tree Climbing
Championships 2021

• Helpful Inudstry Knowledge
• Responsive Service
• High Quality Gear
SINCE 1950

Your Home For All Things Arborist
You Can Bet Your Life On It

You can depend on us for the right tool for every job…
• Climbing Gear

• Riging Gear

• Tools

• Custom Splices

• PPE

• Plant Health Supplies

• Cabling & Bracing

• Lightening Protection

Everything you need to safely take on the most demanding jobs.

arborist.com
800-441-8381

Serving arborists since 1950 • Arborist owned & operated

SAVE TIME. SAVE MONEY.
SAVE TREES.

ARBORJET FSERIES® AND PROPIZOL® FUNGICIDE,
THE PERFECT COMBO FOR OAK WILT TREATMENTS
Apply Propizol via micro-infusion for fast treatment times and predictable results.

Contact Emmett Muennink Regional Technical Manager:
emuennink@arborjet.com or 214-799-6115
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Kirsten Schneider

E

very year, successfully pulling off the Texas Tree
Climbing Championships feels like a bit of a hat trick.
It, like any climbing competition that is a qualifying event
for the International or North American competitions, has
a complex set of rules to which it must adhere, and events
on public property are rarely simple to arrange. ISAT’s
Executive Director, John Giedraitis and staff help with
permits and insurance and purchasing supplies, but this
event is unequivocally driven by volunteers. There are,
in fact, at least twice as many volunteers as competitors.
Judges and technicians make up the largest group and are
primarily arborists with in-depth knowledge of ISA’s event
rules and the technical knowledge to set up the event
stations and assess the contestants’
performances. Scorekeepers
need to know the nuances of the
scoring program provided by
ISA. Runners need to be alert and
quick and wear sensible shoes (our
favorite job for the tree kids!). Other
volunteers are prepping the trees in
the days before the event, pounding
t-posts, setting up fences and signs.
Someone is taking photos. Someone
is running for more ice and water, and
someone else is sorting lunches. Every
year we rely on all these folks and the
expertise of veteran volunteers, many
of them former competitors themselves.
And somehow…every time…we pull it
off.
Against odds, we managed it again last month. With
less than three months to plan, uncertainty regarding
Covid and travel permissions, insurance challenges, and an
80-90% chance of storms on the event weekend, this year
nonetheless saw the return of many familiar faces and an
exciting number of new ones. In the months preceding the
event, Jesse Neumann (your new certification liaison), Keith
Babberney, Nevic Donnelly and Markus Smith gave up
many Sundays to organize the new competition trailer and
ensure that our gear was in order. The planning committee
included long-time volunteers Kevin Bassett, Markus
Smith, Kirbie Houser, Guy Leblanc, and Jackson McIntosh.
Many did double-duty with planning and event-day
responsibilities. Jackson served as the event’s head judge,
Markus served as event chair, and Guy served as head judge
for the Master’s Challenge. Kirbie Houser managed eventday scorekeeping, reams of paperwork, shirts, meals and
awards. Tom Berger debuted as the event’s head technician,

Above: Performing an aerial rescue.
Middle and Bottom: Ascending to
the canopy.
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and Kevin Bassett created a beautiful new trophy for the
women’s division.
Friday’s preliminaries began with drizzle and soggy
scoresheets, but a local resident kept the tunes going in
the pavilion and by noon the sun was out. Star Quintero
took the lead position in the women’s division, with Rachel
Brewster also qualifying to compete on Saturday. Proving
once again that she is a seasoned competitor, Star took
home gold medals in each of the preliminary events, while
Rachel earned silver medals in Ascent, Aerial Rescue and
Throwline. Latana Byrd won silver medals in the Work
Climb and Belayed Speed Climb events. Jimmy Pritchard
led the combined divisions in the preliminaries, with
Miguel Pastenes close behind. Qualifying for the
Master’s Challenge for the first time, Jacob Perkins made
an outstanding showing, putting some serious heat on
the Master’s Challenge veterans. To underscore how
close these three were, the highest and lowest of the
three top men’s division competitors’ cumulative scores
after preliminaries were only 1.21 points apart, out of a
possible 200 total points. Other medalists included Joey
Cameron, earning a silver medal in Aerial Rescue, and
Abram Zies with silver in the Belayed Speed Climb. Jesse
Taylor and Brady Paselk earned gold and silver medals,
respectively, in the Ascent event, and Juan Aguilar and
Kelly Hildebrant took silver and bronze in Throwline.
Joey and Andrew Machuca, in 4th and 5th place after
preliminaries, would go on to compete in Saturday’s
Master’s Challenge along with the five others from the
men’s and women’s divisions.
The Master’s Challenge was set up in two pecans, and
competitors were sequestered in Cameron Park’s historic
Rock Shelter, out of view of the event. As each competitor
took their turn, Star Quintero and Jacob Perkins struggled
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to complete all the stations and eventually timed
out. Rachel Brewster, too, did not complete all
stations but managed to remove all her gear
from the tree and thus avoided the mandatory
20-point penalty associated with gear retrieval.
Andrew Machuca and Joey Cameron had solid
climbs, but Jimmy Pritchard had the fastest climb
using an efficient SRT system and completed
his climb in 21 minutes and 30 seconds. Miguel
Pastenes took 18 seconds longer to complete his
climb but won the Challenge with athleticism
and point accumulation. This represents
Miguel’s 11th win at the Texas Tree Climbing
Championships.
We want to recognize Dalton Smith for
gamely jumping in to haul carts of rebar across
the park and pounding countless posts into the
ground for safety fencing. Dalton was recipient
of the Spirit of the Competition award this year,
and perfectly demonstrates the invisible hard
work that volunteers contribute to the event.
Special thanks also need to be extended to our
event sponsors: Brabandt Equipment, Sava-Tree, Arborilogical, Arborjet, They Might Be Monkeys,
and Vermeer. Without their support this event would not
be possible. Prize packages were generously donated by
Arbormaster, Samson Rope, Silky, Oregon, Vermeer and
Buckingham.
The location and timing of next year’s competition is
still undetermined, but we hope every one of you will get
involved. Whether that means encouraging the climbers in
your life to compete, sponsoring the event, volunteering on
event days, or coming out to cheer everyone on, there is a
role in this event for everyone.

Top: Gearing up for the big climb.
Bottom: Star Quintero (left) and Miguel Pastenes
(right) with their trophies.
Photos: Cyn Danielson
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Fall Into

2021 Events
Update

NEW EQUIPMENT

2021 Texas Tree Conference
Instant Replay
View the educational session
recordings from the Texas Tree
Conference

PROTECTING
THE REPUTATION
OF THE UTILITIES
WE SERVE FOR
100 YEARS

Did you miss the 2021 Texas Tree
Conference? Were you there but
couldn’t get to all the sessions you
wanted to see? Now you can view
any or all the 22 recorded sessions
in the comfort of your office or
home.
If you attended the Conference,
you are invited to view all
the recordings for free until
Dec. 3, 2021. If you missed
the conference, you can view
individual sessions for $25 each
(1 ISA CEU each) or view all 22
recordings for half-price.
To register to view the sessions, go
to the https://isatexas.com/events/
online-learning-series page on the
Texas Chapter ISA website. Start
viewing today!

Keep up with demand by using our fast and
personalized financing! We’ll help you find and
finance the equipment your business needs.
The end of the year is fast approaching! Don’t
forget to save on your 2021 taxes with Section
179, where you can deduct the full cost of
equipment financed up to $1,050,000.*
*Please consult your tax consultant/accountant for full benefits of Section 179.

IT’S PART OF OUR JOB

See the videos

Please consult
www.isatexas.com for the
latest events updates.

Vegetation Management Specialists
800-522-4311 | www.nelsontree.com

Certification Exams

12/10/2021 Dallas, TX check in 7:30 a.m.
Austin, Coming Early 2022!

THE POWER OF PERSONAL

treecare@apfinancing.com
888-257-1727 • www.apfinancing.com
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What’s the
Big IDea?
A

Last Month’s Tree ID
Can You Identify
this Texas Tree?
Nobody answered this quiz
correctly last time! If you
know this tree, look for the
photo on our Facebook page
and correctly identify it in the
comment section under the
photo, using the full scientific
name and one or more common
names. If you don’t know it,
check the page for an answer
in a few days. The winner gets
bragging rights and the chance
to submit a tree to stump fellow
arborists in the next issue.
Hint: grows in the Rocky
Mountains.

Last June’s Tree ID Winner:
Courtney Blevins
Tree was: Tilia americana var.
caroliniana
This issue’s challenge was
provided by Courtney Blevins.

